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Serra’s 79th International Convention

etween July 14 and 17, 2022, more than 180 men and women, clergy and laypersons, from around the world
attended Serra’s 79th International Convention in Toronto, Canada. The event brought together delegates from
nine countries and all habitable continents. Serrans celebrated being together for the first truly international conference since 2019, before the COVID-19 pandemic.
We were blessed to have both His Eminence Thomas Cardinal Collins, Archbishop of Toronto and Episcopal Adviser of
Serra International, His Eminence Gérald Cardinal Cyprien LaCroix, Archbishop of Québec and Primate of Canada, and
Most Reverend David Walkowiak, Bishop of Grand Rapids, Michigan in attendance throughout the convention.
The International Convention is a time for spiritual renewal, education, and increased fellowship among Serrans, each
of whom left the convention stronger in their faith and with a deeper understanding of the important mission that Serra
International has within the Church. There was time for some fun, too, and Serrans visited various sites around Toronto,
such as the CN Tower and Niagara Falls.
The convention culminated in the delegates meeting, which was live streamed for the first time in Serra’s 87-year history.
During this meeting, representatives from more than 140 Serra Clubs approved important changes to Serra’s bylaws and
elected the 2022-23 Board of Trustees, which will be led by President Gregory Schweitz from the Serra Club of Omaha,
Nebraska.
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The beautiful city of Toronto, Canada.
Before the conference began, Serrans
enjoyed various tours around the city
and its environs.
Below left and right: St. Michael’s
Cathedral, consecrated in 1848, is the
main church of Canada’s largest Englishspeaking Catholic archdiocese. It was
designed in the 14th-century English
Gothic style.
Bottom: Bob and Missy Rudman and
Aggie and Wilfred Gomez after the
marital blessing. The Gomezes display
their papal blessing certificate.
His Eminence Thomas Cardinal Collins,
Archbishop of Toronto and Episcopal
Adviser of Serra International, warmly
welcomed Serrans to Toronto.

Photos from the Toronto convention appear courtesy of Wayne Mikols.
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Above left: Serra staffers Giovana
Garcia, administrative assistant,
and Barbara Luster, membership
coordinator, helped attendees navigate
the conference.
Above right: Relic of St. Junipero Serra
Left: Cardinal LaCroix and attendees at
the Serra Store’s display.
Below left: Father Martin DiCuangco
led the Friday morning Eucharistic
Adoration.
Below right: ETWN/The Global
Catholic Network’s has a booth at the
convention.
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Witnesses to the Word
Thomas Cardinal Collins
Archbishop of Toronto
Episcopal Adviser,
Serra International

I

love being together with Serrans because of the tremendous mission in which we’re
all engaged, and the astonishing importance Serra has in the life of the church, and for
that I thank you all for the prayers you offered us. The only thing our Lord ever said
was pray to the Lord for the harvest; all the other stuff is extra. But that is the heart of it all
and that’s really the heart and center of Serra. So what I’d like to do is talk a bit about the
theme “witnesses of the Word” and what it means to witness, to witness to Christ and to
fulfill that.

Our heavenly patron certainly chose that
way, he was witnessing Christ through his
many, many difficulties and struggles.… He
was always moving forward, ever onward
for the sake of the Lord. He was coming
from the experience of Christ, moving over
and always into that. That’s what it is to be a
witness to Christ.
What I’d just like to do is just share two
pages of scripture. I think people talk about
Jesus a lot but they never seem to read the
Gospel. It’s like Bishop Sheen, when he got
an Emmy or something said, “I want to
give thanks to my writers, Matthew, Mark,
Luke, and John.” We’ve got to read the Gospel. We’ve got this kind of meringue Jesus,
people say “do whatever you want and I’ll
validate it,” that’s just not the right thing.
We’ve got to read the Gospel, the Gospel of
the Lord. It comforts us certainly but also
challenges us; he calls us to change our
lives. People dropped everything and followed him. That’s what it’s all about in terms
of our life—discipleship—so we need to
read the Gospel, the real Gospel. This is
my homework for everyone—I’m a former
teacher—read one chapter every single day
of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Always
read a chapter of the real Gospel, read it
aloud if you can because that touches the
heart even more. So, witnesses, here are
just two pages of the Gospel, the last page
of Luke and the first page of John. Just listen
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for the word “witness,” how important is, it
is constant throughout the Bible:
Thus it is written that the Christ
should suffer on the third day rise
from the dead and the repentance and
forgiveness of sins shall be preached
in His name to all nations beginning
from Jerusalem. You are witnesses of
these things. Behold I sent the promise of my Father upon you but stay in
the city ’til you are clothed with power
from on high. Then He led them on as
far as Bethany and with the lifting of
his hands, he blessed them and while
he blessed them he parted from them
and was carried up into heaven. And
they returned to Jerusalem with great
joy and were continually in the temple blessing God. In the beginning
was the Word. The Word was with
God and the Word was God. He was
in the beginning with God. All things
were made through him and without
him was not anything made that was
Him. In Him was light, the life was
the light of man, and the light shines
in the darkness and the darkness cannot overcome it. There was a man
sent from God whose name was John.
He came for testimony to bear witness to the light that all may believe
through him. He was not the light. He
came to bear witness to the light.

“He was not the light. He came to bear witness to the light:” That’s what it’s all about,
to be witnesses to the light, witnesses to
the Word who is God, the Word who is the
Lord. And then a bit further on, and we see
this in all the Gospels, this just happened to
be on the next page of the Gospel of John:
The next day John the Baptist saw
Jesus coming toward him. He said
behold the lamb of God who takes
away the sins of the world. This is he
of whom I said after he comes a man
who ranks before me for he was before
me. I myself did not know him but
for this I came baptizing with water
that he might be revealed to you and
John bore witness. I saw the spirit
descendants developed from heaven
and remained on him. I myself did
not know him but he who sent me to
baptize with water said to me he on
whom you see the spirit of sin and
remain this is he who baptizes with
the Holy Spirit and I have seen and
have borne witness that this is the son
of God.
That’s what it’s all about. We’re called to be
witnesses of the Word. The Word who is the
Lord who became flesh to dwell amongst us
who did not cling to his equality with God
but emptied himself came into this world
that we might have life and habit. We’re
called to be as Christians, certainly in the

specific mission of Serra, we’re called to be Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit, sacra- were seminarians there and they invited
witnesses of the Word. The Word who is ments and teaching them, teaching Word him, welcomed him, and they helped
our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. The whole and sacrament—that’s the dynamic of the him to seek. They became witnesses of
dynamic of our life in Christ and the Gos- Christian life. We come to experience and the priesthood. He saw them, he saw the
pels comes from that movement between we go to witness to the Lord.
priesthood, he saw the priest, he sounded
come and go, we come, come follow me,
great, and this is true. I remember when
come and see, come and be witness, come Twenty-five years ago, I was called to be I was in my former life, when I was a
from the Gospel of John. Come and see, a bishop, and you get to sort of design director of seminary, I put out a little quesexperience, be with the Lord. He didn’t a logo. So I got a little gold cross and red tionnaire asking what inspired you, what
mean be a student and sit in a classroom background, which is Saint Peter’s semi- brought you to the seminary, what helped
and take notes. It’s someone who lives with nary, where I spent much of my life but I you, what witnessed to you in a sense to
the master. Come and see. That’s the way it then put a Bible and chalice, Jesus Christ become a seminarian, to try it out. I put
is. We get permeated with the experience in Word and sacrament, worship God. several options—vocation literature, zero;
of the Lord, and that’s still in the Jewish That’s from the Book of Revelation—two imagery, beautiful pictures, zero; the influtradition of what the student does with the years studying the last sixteen verses of the ence, I was invited by a priest, forty-five
master. Come and live with the master. Live Book of Revelation when I did my doc- out of fifty. So it’s the witnesses that have
with the rabbi, but the difference is, students torate—I’m a slow reader, it took me two always been the ones who bring people to
choose the master, the students of a rabbi years to read the last sixteen verses—but and that’s what we’re all called to do in our
choose the rabbi. When you’re doing, like there we are. That’s the dynamic, we come different ways to witness Christ; and we
I did a doctorate on the apocalypse—so to experience, we come to listen, we come think of the ways people witness to help
again, do I look worried? You shouldn’t be to be with the Lord, and then we go on a people a great vocational marriage. That’s
worried. I might know the date of the end of mission. That’s the same with Mass—we why we have that as a way in formation for
the world! [laughter] I remember thinking come together, we are a congregation, we marriage, to have people witness, and we
of a phone call from London, Ontario, and I come at the sound of the bells, we come experience witness from those we know
called Father uhgbami, the great Father xxx, to be with the Lord, and the last word of who are living that vocation as it is meant
who is also the president of our seminary, Mass, though, is “go,” he says, “go.” It’s like to be lived. Witness has another side to
and I said I’d like to do a doctorate with you. the body, you know. I better make sure I’m it though. In the first part of the Book of
Would you be my teacher, would
Revelation, Antipas, who gave
you be my director?” “oh certainly,
his life for Christ around the year
“He was not the light. He came to bear
tell us to go over this afternoon
95. The term specifically used is
witness to the light:” That’s what it’s
I said well the very telephone
a witness, and that is something
all about, to be witnesses to the light,
connections I’m coming from a
we need to reflect upon. If we are
constant campus so I don’t think
witnesses to the Word who is God, the witnessing with integrity to the
I’ll be able to do that. So the stuLord in a world where as it says
Word
who
is
the
Lord.
dents seek the master but this is
the light came into the darkness
the case where the master seeks
and the darkness did not overstudents. He said come, come. He came to doing this correctly. You know the blood come it and the darkness did not grasp
be with him, to learn from him, to experi- comes into the lungs to be purified then it. I think sometimes the best translation
ence his presence, not just what he taught. goes back out to do its work then comes is that darkness did not grasp the light, it
He didn’t hand out notes but to experience back in again. Go back, purification, new didn’t either conquer it or understand it.
him, that’s why they are on by the power of life, purification, new life, steady, too, We think of those parishioners who came
the Holy Spirit. These are the ones who are the heart, save heart of Jesus, the heart is to Mass on Pentecost Sunday and just a litable to interpret his message because the steady, steady all the time. It’s not extrava- tle bit later and all over the world there are
experience is personal. And they can be gant, it’s not wild, it’s steady and that’s our more martyrs in the sense of witnesses in
witnesses not just to a text but to the person mission: to come to be with the Lord, to go blood than there ever were. But the blood
of Jesus Christ, and that’s the dynamic we and be witnesses. We are witnesses of the of martyrs is the seed of the church. Their
come to receive, we come to listen, we come Word.
witness leads to new life because they say,
to be with the one we love, and then we go
“I’m willing to die for Christ.” Are we at
and witness. So that’s the end of the Gospel. That’s of course also very much the case least willing to live for Christ? You know,
Matthew too. Not just the Gospel of Luke, of the vocation ministry. People often we’re not likely to face martyrdom here,
the Gospel of Matthew, the Gospel of John say you know, it’s like Brother Mark was we face being marginalized and laughed at
and for that matter the Gospel of Mark. talking, we happened to knock on the and mocked and all that kind of stuff. They
Well anyway there we go. You come and go, door of Serra and he was coming and as
go, go make disciples. Go make witnesses, he mentioned to his son it happened that
Continued on page 21
disciples, baptizing them in the name of the the priest wasn’t there at the time but there
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Following the Light
Gérald Cardinal Cyprien LaCroix
Archbishop of Québec and Primate of Canada

I

bring you warm greetings from Quebec. Most of you have been to Quebec; you
know our city. Just before I go into my talk, I want to tell you that in 2024 we will
be celebrating the 350th anniversary of our diocese. Bishop Lavar—we see there
his statue—was the first bishop. He was canonized by Pope Francis in 2014, and we’ll
be happy to welcome all the pilgrims and visitors who want to come during the jubilee
year of 2024 to celebrate with us. In 1674, our diocese covered all of North America
except Mexico and the Spanish colonies. It went way down to Louisiana into the Gulf
of Mexico, and so we’re going to invite all the people who were part of our diocese. Ok,
enough publicity.

It is an honor for me to be invited to participate in this international convention in Toronto I’ve decided to participate in the
greater part of the convention for many reasons, but first of all
it is to recognize and acknowledge the very important work you
accomplish for the good of the Church and especially for vocations. You’ve taken very seriously the words of Jesus—the harvest
is abundant but the labor is a few—so ask the master of the harvest to send out laborers for his harvest. Secondly I must say it is
uplifting to be with men and women like you who believe in the
Church, in its future, and the need for vocations. I did not have
time to come here this week because preparations for the Pope’s
visit are overwhelming, but I needed this time to be with brothers
and sisters—to be with you and to listen and learn and pray and
have this friendship that we all need in the Church. This is not a
convention of salespeople who are car salesmen or products that
we have to sell that we come to learn about strategies and how we
can build up our sales. This is not this type of a convention. This is
an encounter of the disciples with the master and with each other.
We are renewed in our faith, in our life, and we go back enthused
with a renewed heart and that is why I needed to come here. Also,
the theme of this convention is very appropriate and at the same
time challenging. WOW: Witnesses of the Word call to action. Yesterday morning, Cardinal Collins spoke quite eloquently about the
witnesses of the word that we are called to be. This morning, Sister
Mary spoke very well of the actions we need to take to be able to
promote a culture of vocations. I know Serrans work to promote
vocations to the priesthood, into consecrated life, and we know
that we need at this time in history not just because of covid but
because of what the Church and the world is going through. We
know we need like a new shot in the arm to renew us and give us a
new dynamism to be encouraged to continue our work. It’s true for
you, for me, and for all of us in the Church. One of the great challenges that we face as followers of Christ is expressed in your theme
to be witnesses of the Word. How beautifully that was explained
yesterday, and it’s very important that we focus on that: we are witnesses of the Word. You know one letter could change everything
in this if we decided to be witnesses of the world; it could lead us
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astray. Because like Cardinal Collins said yesterday, and I’m going
to stress that again today, because that’s what it is. The Word is not
something, it’s not a book, it’s someone: Jesus Christ. Pope Francis
often challenges us on this subject, inviting us to be profoundly
rooted in Christ in obeying his word. He says some people think
worldliness just means partying. Worldliness may be this but it is
not fundamentally this. Worldliness is a culture. The world has
superficial values and no fidelity because it changes according to
the circumstances. The only cure for worldliness is faith in Jesus
Christ and in his death and resurrection. He warned that Christians too are not immune to this spirit of the world and quoted
from the letter of St. Paul to the Galatians “you were slaves to the
world to worldliness.” This, he said, makes him recall the end of
the book Meditation on the Church in which he calls spiritual
worldliness the worst of the evils that can happen to the Church,
and Jesus insists on defending us from this and prays for the father
to defend us from this culture of worldliness. My brothers and
sisters, the difficult times we are experiencing in the world and in
the Church call us to conversion to a renewal of our faith so that
we may radiate to the world the joy of the Gospel.
So I thought this morning that I would share with you a few
thoughts on a biblical passage that I have learned to work with
or, probably better said, that has worked in my heart and in my
life and made me do a lot of work over the years. It’s a page of
the Acts of the Apostles. You’ll find very few books on the subject
I’m about to share with you this morning, and yet the six verses
of chapter 20 of the Acts of the Apostles I would like to share are
not only amusing but also challenging as the word of God usually is. What we are about to explore is nowhere to be found in
liturgy, in our lectionaries weekdays, holidays, Sundays, it’s never
proclaimed in our living rooms, and yet I think you’ll agree with
me once we work with it, it’s enlightening. Before I proclaim the
text let me put it in proper context.
St. Paul is traveling from one community to another, from one
city to another, evangelizing, encouraging the new disciples of

Jesus Christ, exhorting them to grow in together, be together to celebrate, worship, of believers. What a blessing to be able to
their faith, inviting them to the renewal pray, fraternize. At that time, they were a gather, to be together, and to have the Lord
that Jesus offers, what we call new life. St. minority. Christianity was just beginning in our midst.
Paul experienced in his own life a per- to spread in the world. They needed to
sonal encounter with Jesus that changed support each other, encourage each other, Very interesting to note that this event
the direction of his life as it has probably but most of all to celebrate the word of takes place in the middle of the night like
changed the direction of our lives, and God and celebrate the Eucharist, a source many other significant events in the New
he can’t keep this good news to himself. of continual renewal. Luke mentions that Testament. There’s a lot of light in the
Everywhere he goes he seeks to share the there were many lamps in the upstairs upstairs room while it is very dark outside.
Gospel. That is his passion, that is his life, room. Of course, this is a gathering that’s We recognize of course the ongoing battle
that is his vocation. He’s been with the held at night. It’s normal that there are oil between light and darkness in the world
community of troas for a week. It is his lamps but why mention many lamps? He is and in our own lives, a constant struggle,
farewell evening before moving on as mis- probably telling us that there are not only a spiritual battle that continually goes on
sionaries usually do. It is the first day of the many lamps but also a lot of light. I tend between light and darkness. It is a battle
week, and the community is gathered to to think that there are three sources of that between the light of Christ that is in each
do what we do on that day to celebrate the abundance of light in the upstairs room. of us. It is to shine through us versus the
resurrection of Christ: share the word of First, Jesus said for where two or three are darkness that comes from the evil one in
God and break bread; that is, to celebrate gathered together in my name there am I his kingdom. Maurice Blumberg writes,
the Eucharist. For some scholars, these in the midst of them. Where there is Jesus, “in many ways this should be no contest.
few verses from the Acts of the Apostles there is light. He is the most brilliant source In fact, it shouldn’t be a battle at all. Why?
bring a humorous touch at the most to a of light. He is the one who said, “I am with Because light is always superior to darkness
very serious book of the Bible. I’ve been you always until the end of age.” No won- and darkness is always inferior to light.” You
intrigued and interested in this page of the der there’s so much light in the room. Jesus, can see this quite clearly demonstrated in
book of the Acts of the Apostles for many the living Jesus, is in their midst. Second, the physical world when you turn on a light
years. Let’s open our hearts and our minds the word of God is proclaimed at length in a darker room. The darkness immedito welcome the living word of God on the and celebrated by Paul in the community ately, immediately disappears. When there
first day of the week when we gathered to another great source of life in Psalm 119 is an open window at night in a lighted
room, the darkness at night canbreak bread. Paul spoke to them
not invade the room because the
because he was going to leave
on the next day, and he kept on
We are renewed in our faith, in our life, light is more powerful. It will not
enter. So why is there still a batspeaking until midnight. There
and we go back enthused with a
tle if Christ’s victory has brought
were many lamps in the upstairs
renewed heart and that is why
light and eternal life to the world?
room where they were gathered
Why do we still struggle in our
and a young man named EutyI needed to come here.
personal lives, our communities,
chus, who was sitting on the
and in the world like this? Why so
windowsill, was sinking into a
deep sleep as Paul talked on. Once over- we read “your word is a lamp for my feet, much darkness around us?
come by sleep, he fell down from the third a light for my path.” We can always count
story and when he was picked up, he was on the word of God to bring light to any Let’s get back to the answer. Here is where
dead. Paul went down, threw himself upon situation, to any gathering, to any to any a young man, who is with the community,
him, and said, as he embraced him, don’t community. Third, a community of Christ’s gathered in the upstairs room. Apparbe alarmed, there is life in him. Then he disciples gathered to celebrate their faith ently Eutychus means the lucky one, the
returned upstairs, broke the bread, and ate and to worship. Their God radiates the fortunate one, at the least amusing when
after a long conversation that lasted until joy and the light of the risen Lord. Three we know his story verses eight and nine,
daybreak. He departed, and they took the wonderful sources of light. Of course, the let me read them again. There were many
boy away alive and were immeasurably oil lamps shed a lot of light but these three lamps in the upstairs room where they
comforted.
sources—Christ, his word, and the com- were gathered, and a young man named
munity—are what I like to believe are even Eutychus, who was sitting on the windowWell, if anything, I’m sure you’ve noticed brighter than the lamps, or at least that is sill, was sinking into a deep sleep as Paul
that Paul is long winded; he kept on what we’re called to believe. Isn’t that what talked on and on. Overcome by sleep, he
speaking until midnight—try that in we have experienced here since we began fell down from the third story and when
your parish! It is very interesting to see this convention? We could write and say he was picked up, he was dead. Intriguthe Christian community gathered in the there was a lot of light in this room because ing—why was Eutychus sitting on the
upstairs. That is what disciples of Jesus we’ve had the presence of the Lord with us,
like to do: come together, spend time in us. What a blessing to be a community
Continued on page 25
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State of Serra

Michael Bragg, President of Serra International, 2021-22

C

ardinals, bishops, priests, religious,
fellow Serrans, and friends, I thank
you for this opportunity to address
you as your ambassador, as one who had the
great privilege during the last nine months
of representing the dedicated and devoted
members of Serra International. Along with
my wife, Sharon, I have had the opportunity
to travel across the world both virtually and
personally, representing Serra International,
meeting clergy, and meeting fellow Serrans.
The clergy I have met truly appreciate the
work of Serra. The Serrans I have met are
warm, generous, kind, and hard-working
men and women of service to the Church.
It has been such an honor to represent you
all. It is a tradition in Serra that the outgoing president provide concise and succinct
remarks regarding the state of Serra. Unfortunately I have never been concise nor
succinct. Nonetheless, I thank the Toronto
Convention Committee for this opportunity to address you with my thoughts
regarding the state of our wonderful organization as we gather together at the 79th
annual convention in Toronto, Canada.
It is unfortunate that Sharon and I cannot
be there with you in person today. We were
certainly looking forward to concluding
my year—or nine months—as president of
Serra International in person at this convention. As you may have heard, Sharon and I
are not able to attend in person because we
are not vaccinated and are unable to cross
the border at this time. That is a story for
another time. It is truly a personal disappointment for both Sharon and myself to be
missing this convention in person. I really
cannot be upset at God over this situation
as he has blessed me so much in my time
with Serra. While there is certainly disappointment, I have nothing but praise and
thanksgiving to our Lord for all the opportunities he has given Sharon and me to do the
work of Serra, for the Church, to travel the
world on behalf of Serra, and perhaps most
important, meet wonderful Serrans such as
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all of you. God has been gracious to me, and
my time with Serra has been a blessing. For
that I give him thanks and praise.
Just to give you a road map to follow along,
it is my intention to break up my time into
three separate sections. I will start by providing a traditional state of Serra address.
I will then move on to a second tradition
over the last several years and provide a
brief update as to my year as president of
Serra International. I will conclude with
some thank-yous and some acknowledgment to those who have helped Serra along
the way and are worthy of special recognition. The purpose of providing you with
this roadmap is so that you will know I am
making progress as we go through this talk
and have some clue that it might be coming
to an end at some point.
First, let me thank you for the distinct
honor of being president of this wonderful
organization. As I stated in my address at
the banquet in Chicago, Illinois, when I
became president, I am a convert to faith,
having become a Catholic in 1998. Within
two years I was a member of Serra and
shortly thereafter I was president of my
local club. When I first entered Serra, it
never occurred to me that I would have any
role outside of Toledo, Ohio, and I certainly
never considered being on an international
board let alone becoming president of the
Serra International Foundation and then
Serra International. I am humbled by your
confidence in permitting me to serve in
those roles and have nothing but gratitude for those Serrans who have assisted,
promoted, and aided me along the way. I
feel unworthy of the roles in which I have
served and am truly grateful for the confidence which you have had in me even
though I think it is perhaps undeserved.
I would be remiss if I didn’t thank my de
facto co-president this year, my wife. Sharon is not only my wife but also a fellow

Serran. She has truly been a partner in all
my travels as you will see shortly and has
supported my work and graciously given
her time to assist me. I could not have
done the things I have done as a Serran
without her help. Next, let me thank the
office in Chicago for all of its help. I have
always said that John’s job is to make me
look good. That has been very difficult for
him at times, but he tried his best. Thank
you also to Barbara, Giovana, Rosemary,
and Anne McCormack, who left Serra earlier this year to pursue other opportunities.
John and the office have been a great help
to me. There are also so many Serrans, alive
and deceased, who I would like to thank
for their help and friendship along the way
but I’m afraid that I would forget so many
so I will not risk making that mistake. You
all know who you are.
So what is the state of Serra? The state of
Serra is mixed as with many lay organizations such as ours. It is a challenge to grow
membership, continue programs, pay
for our administration, and stay relevant
with the world and Holy Mother Church.
While I am sure that our Church and organizations such as ours have faced similar
challenges in the past, it certainly seems to
me that we are facing unique challenges to
continue the good work which we all strive
to do. I take some comfort in the fact that as
I have read some speeches from past presidents of Serra International, many of them
mentioned challenges in membership and
other areas similar to the challenges we face
today. In his state of Serra address in 1968,
past president J.A. Skantena quoted former
episcopal advisor John Cardinal Cody’s
comments to him: “To take heart and keep
faith in the turbulent times ahead as never
before is there such a need for Serra.” I think
those remarks could be said today as well.

I mention this to point out that Serra has
survived the challenges of the past and is
well positioned to thrive in the future after
several years of steep and steady decline in
membership. I think we have stopped the
losses and stabilized the membership situation. I thank past presidents Mario Biscardi
and Ruben Gallegos in particular for their
membership initiatives. I truly think that
those initiatives went a long way in stopping many years of steady decline. While it’s
important to continue to grow individual
clubs, I think that there are real opportunities for growth in chartering new clubs.
I recently was part of a charter ceremony
for a new club in Nebraska. I am aware of
clubs getting ready to be chartered in the
United States, Canada, and Nigeria. I think
that the chartering of new clubs needs to be
an important part of our membership plan.
I am confident that Serra International and
its councils, regions, districts, and clubs are
ready to meet this challenge and grow.

are recruiting the best Catholics to be part
of our Serra membership and leadership.
We cannot let competing organizations—I
don’t need to say their names—steal the top
business men and women and those that
the Church relies upon when it needs help.
Those men and women must be recruited
to Serra because Serra’s mission is so much
more vital to the Church than many of those
other organizations. We need to return to
the days when the bishop, the vocations
director, the parish priest all called the president of Serra when something needed to
be done in a particular diocese, nationally,
or even globally. Serra can no longer be
an afterthought or even a burden on the
bishop or the diocese. Serra must return to
the times when it was considered a valued
member and a necessity for the Church,
co-laborers with Christ for vocations. As
President-elect Schwietz has said on more
than one occasion, quoting, I believe Cardinal Stritch, not everyone is called to be a

other councils such as Italy and Canada
work with their respective leadership groups
as well to do the same thing. This is all very
important for Serra and must continue.

Another challenge that faces Serra in the
immediate future is our issue of branding
and marketing. There was a time when
every bishop and every priest knew what
Serra was, what Serra stood for, and what
Serra did. I am not sure that is the case today.
I am even more certain that Serra is not well
known amongst the lay people in the pews
at the church. That needs to change. Serra
has worked for many years to build a reputation as a lay organization in service to Holy
Mother Church. I think we risk losing that
reputation if we are not careful about our
branding and how we identify ourselves.
We are all members of Serra International;
we are not just members of various vocation committees at the local parish. Serra is
much larger, and we can never forget that
every club is chartered by Serra
Once again, while the potential
International and every Serran is
We need to make sure that we are
for new clubs is great, we must
a member of Serra International.
recruiting the best Catholics to be part of I know that many clubs in the
be careful as well. Our ambition
to form new clubs must always
our Serra membership and leadership. United States and some other
be tempered with prudence and
places have started using different
wisdom. We have seen in the past that member of Serra but Serra needs to call the names by which they identify themselves. I
occasionally clubs have been chartered leaders of the Catholic church to be part of know that this is a sensitive issue to many of
without the proper indoctrination and its organization. By doing so, we will solve you but I really think we need to be careful
knowledge of what it means to be a Ser- both the leadership problem and the mem- about that practice. At my last board meetran. We must make sure that new clubs are bership problem because good leaders will ing two days ago, I recommended that we
properly educated, trained, and mentored. bring in more members. On a side note, I set up a committee from the Serra InternaAny club we form must have well-balanced am very happy that Serra has been work- tional Board, the United States Council, and
members who are solid Catholics and who ing for the last several years on enhancing the Foundation to discuss this issue further.
are willing to do the work of Serra. I do its relationship with the Church hierarchy. I realize that many of you in this room may
believe that Serra has a particular challenge Some of that is done at the council level and feel differently about this issue, but I think
regarding the individuals we ask to become some at the international level. This last year, we need to adopt a cohesive strategy to promembers. In the early days of Serra, mem- Serra International, with great help from the tect our good name as an organization and
bers were leaders in the Catholic church Foundation, was a lead sponsor for the sym- our branding. I have seen at least two straand membership was actually very selec- posium on the theology of the priesthood at tegic plans over the last five years that talked
tive. In fact, I was recently reminded that the Vatican. This was a vital opportunity to about the confusion and branding between
Serra was an opportunity for successful strengthen our connection with the Vatican. our international organization, the counCatholics to join an organization such as Serra International and the Foundation also cils, and the clubs. Well I am not going to
ours since years ago Catholics were often work with the North American College in stand up here and tell you the perfect answer
prohibited from joining other organi- Rome and the Institute for Priestly Forma- although I’m tempted to do so. I will tell you
zations. The fact that Catholics are now tion to enhance our visibility with priests, that we need to agree on a strategy to solve
accepted into other organizations possibly vocation directors, and the Church. Serra this issue.
explains some of the reason for our declin- International and the United States Couning membership and decline in leaders.
cil will also be working on collaborating Another issue that we need to take up is
with United States Conference of Catholic the issue of our international convention,
It is the leaders that I want to focus on Bishops (USCCB) on a major Eucharistic
right now. We need to make sure that we conference to be held in 2024. I know that
Continued on next 14
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Above: Serrans at the famous CN
Tower, considered one of the modern
Seven Wonders of the World
Above right: Father Edwin Gonsalves
at the panel, Vocation Strategy for the
Toronto Diocese
Right: Serra International Foundation’s
Award Winners
Below left: Serrans at St. Augustine’s
Seminary
Below right: Our Lady of the
Immaculate Conception Cathedral,
Guelph, home parish of Cardinal
Collins
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FROM THE USAC
PROGRAMS COMMITTEE
Through baptism we share in the priesthood of
Christ, in his prophetic and royal mission. As Serrans
we are called to pray, foster, promote, encourage,
and affirm vocations to the priesthood and consecrated religious and to assist others to recognize
and respond to their own call to holiness.
For your consideration, we propose to start the New
Year with a “Missionary of Serra” mindset by utilizing the Meeting Programs—A Call to Holiness: Five
Mission and Ministry programs. They are:
1. Mission and Ministry of Jesus (p. 6)
2. Mission and Ministry of the Church (p. 8)
3. Mission and Ministry of Priesthood and
Religious Life (p. 11)
4. Mission and Ministry of Serra International (p.
16) and
5. Mission and Ministry of a Serran (p. 19)
They are relatively short and valuable programs
to cover in our monthly meetings. A club chaplain, parish priest, or club leader can lead in
providing enjoyable, worthwhile, and challenging
discussion.
• Topics 1 and 2 can be combined as they are relatively short.
• Topic 3 can be stand alone.
• Topics 4 and 5 can be combined as well.
We ought to continue to inform and form our
members. With constant prayers and good
understanding of these five missions, we will help
our members to be good missionaries of Serra.
USAC Programs Committee’s main objective is to
support membership retention. We strive to do
that by providing our club members with meeting
topics that will:
•
•
•
•

F orm and
I nspire them to
R espond to our apostolate mission and to
E ncounter Christ.

In short, we want our members to be engaged
and on FIRE!
Siempre Adelante, nunca retroceder por la gloria de nuestro Dios. Always forward, never back
for the glory of our God.
“Let the peace of Christ control your hearts: let the
word of Christ dwell in you richly – (Col3:15a, 16a).
Blessings, USAC Programs Committee %
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Bragg continued from page 11
our regional conventions, and our council
meetings. The International Convention is
the highlight of the Serra International year
according to our constitution and bylaws.
The convention is the place where Serrans get
together to make decisions on the running
of our organization for the future years. The
convention should be an event that all Serrans
want to attend and an event that all Serrans are
encouraged to attend. I had some preliminary
discussions at the beginning of my presidency
regarding the Serra International Convention
but unfortunately did not make much headway on this issue. I really wanted to have some
meetings with our Serrans around the world
but the COVID-19 pandemic just made that
very difficult. As much as we all love getting
together at regional meetings and national
councils and rallies, we need to be careful on
the timing and focus of those other meetings
to make sure they are not mini-conventions
and do not detract from the International Convention. The International Convention should
be the highlight and focus of our joint meetings together. All other meetings, whether on
a national or regional level, should be planned
to support the International Convention as
opposed to compete with it. Again I think we
all need to come together and form a consensus on this issue and I hope that the future
leadership of Serra is able to do so. I do think
it is possible to combine some of our national
meetings with the International Convention
to save time and expense, and to schedule our
regional conferences at a time during the year
when they don’t compete with the convention.
This is a distinct challenge for us as an organization but is also an opportunity for us as
well. I have never met a Serran who attended
an International Convention that didn’t come
away with a better understanding of our organization on a global level and a deeper love for
Serra and its mission for the Church.
Finally, I want to remind you all that Serra is
a very special organization with a particular
mission. According to the historic teachings
of our church as reaffirmed in the Vatican
II Council, our job in this world is to get to
heaven, to take our spouses with us, to take
our family with us, and to take as many
others as possible. As well when I became
president of Serra International in Chicago

last year, I spoke about the importance of
our own spirituality and the need to have an
active daily prayer life. I asked all Serrans to
really work on the third prong of our Serra
objectives—our own personal holiness. I
even asked that all Serrans attempt to say a
rosary or at least a decade of the rosary every
day to invoke the aid of our Holy Mother. I
also had Serra International consecrated to
St. Joseph in the year of St. Joseph.
Nothing we do as Serrans will be fruitful unless it comes from God, and it won’t
come from God unless we are working on
our own relationship with him and listening to him as Serrans. We have a particular
niche in that mission of getting our families
and others to heaven, and we must guard
against losing focus. There are many great
Catholic organizations that focus on different aspects of living the Catholic life. The
focus of Serra since its inception has been
to ensure that the Church has good, holy,
and faithful priests and religious. That is
our niche and our focus. Even within that
arena there are a lot of other organizations
that pray for vocations and priests as part
of their mission. There are a lot of parishes
that have vocations committees and work
to support vocations in their parish and in
their diocese. Serra International, however,
is the only lay organization aggregated to the
Vatican with the sole purpose of supporting
our priests, our religious, and our seminarians and encouraging more men and women
to hear God’s call in their life.
We are special because we are international.
We are special because of our singular focus
since the inception of our organization. We
are special because we have not wavered
from our mission, and we are special because
of our deep ties history and connection with
Holy Mother Church. We must continue to
work, to strive to enhance our relationship
with Holy Mother Church, and to make
sure all Catholics are aware of the great work
and the mission of Serra. Without priests
we cannot have the Eucharist. Without the
Eucharist we cannot have the Church, and
without the Church we cannot have eternal
life for ourselves and our families. May God
richly bless you all as you continue to do the
great work of Serra International. Always
forward, never back. Take care. %

Junipero Serra:
A Christian for Indians

W

By Daniel Mani

hen the New World
was first discovered by
Christopher Columbus in 1492, Europe was faced with
a new type of human which they
called Indians. The Indians were the native people who were living in the New World. The Indians brought a big controversy to
the Europeans because they had never heard of them before and
they were not named in the Bible. The controversy was to identify
whether they were humans or other creatures. If the Europeans
identified that they were in fact humans, then they would have the
obligation to treat them as such and look for their wellbeing which
included teaching them the Christian Faith. After many discussions and controversies, the Indians were officially recognized as
humans and a new territory was available for the Catholic missionaries to explore. After many years of exploring the New World and
establishing different colonies, the explorers started the

dross of human kind.”3 Font thinks that the Indians are suffering
the effect of sin committed by their ancestors and that is the reason
why they live unhappy and ignorant lives. On a separate expedition that took place in 1769 to Alta, California, by Junipero Serra
and some Spanish soldiers, we find some of the problems that took
place between Indians and the explorers. On May 24, the Spanish
soldiers captured an Indian who was spying on them. The Indian
told us that

exploration, and colonizing of Upper California by the Spanish military and Franciscan missionaries cover the three
centuries from 1542, with the first voyage of coastal exploration by Cabrillo, to 1834, the year in which the Franciscan
missions, numbering twenty-one, were secularized.1

Saint Junipero Serra was a Franciscan Priest who was born on
November 24, 1713, in Mallorca, Spain. He joined the Franciscan
order at the age of sixteen and on September 15, 1732, he made his
religious profession. During his studies he was introduced to the
reading of many missionary saints. Palou, one of his closest friends
and partner in the missions, says that,

In this paper I will explain how the Catholic Faith spread by Fray
Junipero Serra helped the California Indians gain a Christian Faith.
The encounter between the Indians and Spaniards was in process
and from 1775 to 1776 Pedro Font, a Catholic priest, accompanied
Juan Bautista de Anza in one of the early explorations to California. During this exploration Font kept a diary where he wrote
about different Indian tribes and his experiences with them. One
of the tribes that he talks about is the Cahuilla Indians. They lived
in what is now Southern California near rugged canyons south
of the San Bernardino and San Jacinto mountains. Font writes,
“in my opinion these are among the most unhappy people in all
the world. In fine they are so savage, wile and dirty, disheveled,
ugly, small and timid, that only because they have human form
is it possible to believe that they belong to mankind” 2 it is sad to
see that even Catholic Priest had doubt about the Indians identity.
A second group of Indians explained by Font were the Serranos.
The Serranos lived in what is now known as the San Bernardino
Mountains and Valley. Font writes in his diary that the Serranos
are “the most degenerate people of all in that country… looks like
the wastebasket of the world so the Indians who inhabit it are the
1
2
3
4
5
6

he had been sent by his chief to spy upon us, the purpose being
that, as we continued our march, the chief and all his rancherias [village] together with four other rancherias… lying in
ambush behind the rocks, should surprise the Father and all
accompanying him, put them to death.4
As we can see the Indians were not looked at with good eyes by the
Spaniards and did not get along.

this kind of reading caused him the same effect as was produced in St. Ignatius Loyola. This principal result… was a
great desire to imitate those saints… who had labored for the
conversion of souls, especially among the pagans and uncultured peoples. He desired to imitate them even to the point of
offering his life and shedding his blood. 5
Junipero was one of the smartest and most spiritual friars in his convent. Before being ordained a priest, he had received his master’s
degree in Philosophy and five years later he received his doctorate
in Sacred Theology. Although he was enjoying his time as a teacher,
Serra felt that God was calling him to start a journey as a missionary to convert the pagans. When the people in Fray Serra’s convent
found out about his intention on leaving for the missions, Palou and
Fray Rafael Verger were inspired and wished to accompany him.
Palou says that when Fray Serra learned of his intention, “he began
to shed tears, not of affliction, as I first thought, but of joy.”6 In 1749,
Junipero Serra started his missionary journey when he sailed to
Continued on next page
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Mexico alongside his companion and friend Francisco Palou. They
landed in Veracruz, Mexico, and after arriving they walked two
hundred and fifty miles to Mexico City. Along the journey Junipero
Serra suffered a severe leg injury that stayed with him for the rest of
his life. Although Junipero was injured, he never used it as an excuse
to stop traveling. It is estimated that Serra traveled more than eight
thousand miles during his missionary journey, most of these were
walked while he was injured. Junipero Serra carried out his mission
work living out Saint Paul’s example; he lived by the motto of “always
go forward, never turn back.” (Philippians 3.13)
In the year 1767, King Charles III ordered the expulsion of the
Jesuits, and, as their replacement, handed over the apostolic work
to the Franciscans. It was then that Fray Serra was invited to join
Gaspar de Portola in an expedition to the Upper California territory: “the plan was to establish missions for the first time at the
harbors of San Diego and Monterey with a third halve between
them.”7 Junipero Serra first set foot in California when he was fifty-five years old in June, 1769. They reached their first destination,
“San Diego on July 1, and the prospect was a disheartening one.
The seaborne part of the expedition had arrived, but all the crew
of one of the two ships had died.”8 These upsets did not stop Fray
Serra from accomplishing what he had set out to do. “Within two
weeks Serra, with the help of the few able-bodied solders, had built
and erected the large, wooden foundation cross on the dual feast
day of the Holy Cross and Our Lady of Mount Carmel.”9 Although
the mission of San Diego had begun, the relationship with the
Indians was not that good:
On August 15, 1769, the Feast of the Assumption of the Virgin
Mary into Heaven, the Indians attacked the weekend Spanish
camp while some soldiers and priests were on board the ship.
Serra and the fellow missionary took refuge in their rough quarters as the Indians fired arrows into the camp, charged it, and
began to plunder what they could, even taking the sheets from
the sick. During the fighting Serra’s Spanish servant darted into
the priest’s hut, shot through the throat by an arrow.10
Although the attack had brought some death to both the Indians
and the people from the mission, Fray Serra believed that he had
been able to communicate to a teen boy through signs and some
Indian words. Fray Serra had explained that if the boy would bring
a baby then he would baptize him with water and then dress him
with Spanish clothing. The clothing caught the attention of the teen
because it was something that the Indians desired. Days later a group
of people brought a baby and said they wanted to baptize him. Fray
Serra quickly arranged for the ceremony and when he was about
to pour water on the baby’s head, the father snatched the baby and
left with the rest of his people. Junipero became sad and started to

cry because he felt that he had tried to desecrate the Indian culture
and beliefs. After a long time of thinking and praying Junipero Serra
came up with an idea to evangelize the Indian people:
The Foundation Cross, a fifteen-foot icon erected outside the
hut and later adobe building that housed the church. Upon
the altar, in a central position, stood an image of Mary. Typically, she was represented as the woman from the Apocalypse,
the vision of St. John in which a woman appears standing on
a crescent moon. She either has or is about to have a child. A
beast frequently depicted as a dragon or serpent threatens her.
Archangel Michael brandishing a sword, however, protects
her. Medieval interpretation of these images, and interpretation adhered to by Duns Scotus and Serra, held this woman to
be Mary, the child to be Jesus, and the beast to be the Devil…
This apocalyptic view of the nativity addressed what humans
must do to help the woman and her son to prevail over the
beast. Archangel Michael alone would be insufficient.11
With this image Fray Serra was able to visually show the Indians
the importance of the Christian faith. The visual image also showed
the Indians that God was more powerful than their gods and that
he loved them. For example, the image of Mary over the moon was
used to explain that she was above their god the moon. This was the
start of the evangelization for many Indians.
As things started to settle down in the San Diego Mission a group
was put together to continue exploring California further to the
north. Fray Serra was part of the exploration team that was led by
Gaspar de Potola, the expedition commander. The expedition had
the purpose of finding the Monterey Bay, but they ended up arriving in the San Francisco Bay in January 1770. After running out
of supplies they went back to San Diego where a ship had been
sent with supplies. After regrouping and recovering energy Fray
Serra continued with his mission in May 1770 and sailed to Monterey Bay to start his second mission. After arriving in Monterey
and locating a place to start the mission Junipero Serra wasted no
time in the building process: “On June 3, the feast of Pentecost, he
had the foundation cross raised and celebrated a High Mass in the
hut built as a church. This mission, named San Carlos Borromeo,
would become his headquarters.”12 He spent one year working
hard to build the mission and continued to evangelize as much as
he could. One-year later Fray Serra lead a new expedition it took
place July 1, 1770 with San Antonio as their next destination. After
arriving in San Antonio Fray Serra ordered that the bells be hung
on a tree; after they were hung Fray Serra
immediately started to ring them, crying out “Come you gentiles, come to the Holy Church, come receive the Faith of Jesus
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Christ.” His priestly companions asked why he did since there
were no pagans around. Serra replied that his heart overflowed, and he needed to express it.13
There was no doubt that Junipero Serra had a great passion for the
work that he was doing. This passion brought many fruits in the
missions. One example of this is that in two years after the San
Antonio mission had begun, more than one hundred and fifty
Indians had been baptized. Junipero continued the missionary
work for the rest of his life in California and he helped to start a
total of nine missions. The Missions were
San Diego, San Carlos, San Antonio, San Gabriel, San Luis
Obispo, San Francisco, San Juan Campistrano, Santa Clara,
and San Buenaventura. What is perhaps the best known of all
the Franciscan mission, Santa Barbara, was not established
as a mission till two years after Serra’s death, but he was present at its foundation as a military station in 1782.14
The Franciscans were liked among the most Indians because
“the Fathers had done them no harm, nor did they force anyone
to become a Christian”15 or to live with them. It is recorded that
Frays Serra confirmed five thousand three hundred and nine people, nearly all of them converted Indians by himself. His love for
the Indian people was so great that on several occasions he told
authorities that “should the Indians ever kill him his murders were
not to be punished.”16 It is amazing to see how the apostolic work
done by Junipero Serra helped Indians in California join the Christian Faith. Junipero Serra served in California from 1769 until his
death in 1784 at the age of seventy-one.
In the missions Indians learned skills like carpentry and agriculture
and were taught to read and write. Even though the faith started to
grow in the California Missions not everything was going well, and
some problems started to appear. One of the biggest problems was
that after Indians had accepted the Christian Faith and had started
to leave from the missions after a while. To try to find a solution
to this problem a letter was written to Alberni commander of San
Francisco on 1795 and was asked to “make an investigation among
the troops who know how the neophytes are treated at the mission (San Francisco) to determine the reason why there are now
some two hundred fugitives”17 the investigation took one year to
be completed. Alberni concluded that the main factors for fugitive
Indians were “(1) loss of liberty; (2) labor; (3) their great filth; (4)
bad living quarters.”18 The love and compassion that Fray Junipero
Serra had for the Indian people had not continued after his death
especially in the Mission of San Francisco. The mission was run
by Father Danti who treated the Indians badly. In 1797 a group of

Indians who had escaped were captured and when they were asked
why they had fled the mission they answered individually, and the
answers were recorded. Here is a list of some of their testimonies,
the Indian escaped because
“he was hungry. He absconded previously and when
he returned voluntarily, he was given twenty-five
lashes… His mother, two brothers, and three nephews
died, all of hunger, and he ran away so that he would not also
die… They made him work all day without giving him or his
family anything to eat. Then when he went out one day to find
food, Father Danti flogged him… When his son was sick, they
would give the boy no food, and he died of hunger.”19
The way the Indians were treated by Father Danti contradicts the
Christian faith and morals. Indians continued to run away especially
during the mission secularization. In 1834 many Indians ran away
shouting we are a “free nation… we are free and will not obey or
work”20 this action was the beginning of the end for the missions.
With the beginning of the gold rush in 1848 California became a
place where many people migrated. The problems in the missions
plus the migration made it difficult for the missions to continue
active. Little by little they became abandoned buildings. Some of
them were destroyed due to the lack of attention or because of natural disasters: “Today all of them have been restored, at least in
part. A few are museums only, but most are the center of active
parishes.”21 Junipero Serra introduced the faith to the California
people and today he is their patron saint, his tomb, located in the
Carmel Mission continues to be venerated to this day. %
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Serra:
Now more
than ever

Greg Schwietz
President, Serra International, 2022-23

W

elcome to your Eminences
Cardinal Collins and Cardinal Lacroix, your Excellency
Bishop Walkowiak, Very Reverend and
Reverend Fathers, Serrans and guests and,
finally, my dear wife, Mary Lynn, and my
family.
First, let me recognize the Canadian Serrans who worked so hard to prepare this
wonderful Serra International Convention.
Mario and I joined the Serra International
Board together in 2011 in Ottawa, the
last time the convention was held here on
Canadian soil. Thank you Mario, Tony,
Pat, Moira, Fran and other Canadian Serrans who worked so hard to make this a
memorable reality. Thanks also to Cardinal
Collins for his ongoing support and spiritual inspiration as our Episcopal Advisor
for the past four years. Thank you, Canada!
I would also like to recognize and thank
my Serra friends from Omaha, my home
club, my Club President Sally O’Neill and
her husband and my good friend, Tim
O’Neill. Also, Denny Walsh, past district
governor for Nebraska and Region Director for the Central Region of the United
States Council, my predecessor in many
roles. Welcome to my pastor and friend,
Father Dave Korth, who always encourages
and supports me, and occasionally shares
a beer with me, and also another Omaha
priest friend, Father Ralph O’Donnell. Fr
O’Donnell, many of you will remember, is
the past executive director of the United
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States Catholic Conference of Bishops
committee on Clergy, Consecrated Life
and Vocations. Without his help Serra
Spark would not exist in its current form
today. Our collaboration on this important
gift to the Church on a new, updated vocations resource has dramatically improved
the reach and effectiveness of Serra’s many,
time tested and effective vocations activities. Thank you, Father Ralph.
Few times in a person’s life can one honestly say that he or she is fully prepared
for the future. Perhaps never. This is the
case as I enter my year as President of
Serra International. I am sure that there
will be unforeseen demands, yet, on the
other side, I trust God will give me the
wisdom over the next 12 months to apply
my unique talents and experiences to the
benefit of this great organization that we
love, SERRA.
My journey in Serra began in 1980 when
I met my first Serran, Francis Schaefer of
Belleville, Illinois (Serra Club of St Clair
County, Illinois). At the time, I was just
thirty years old; Francis was forty years
my senior. Yet even in the apparent generational distance, I quickly realized him
to be my friend. We met while working on the formation of a new, national
organization for Teens Encounter Christ
(TEC) Retreats, a movement which was
at that time experiencing great growth
around the country. Though he and I were
decades and miles apart, we found our-

selves working for the same goal, namely,
the introduction of Christ into many
young people’s lives through TEC retreats.
More like an awakening. An encounter.
Franny was a Serran. He spoke of Serra
in the highest terms. He became my first
intergenerational Serra friend. His Serra
connection was instrumental in obtaining a
start-up grant from the Serra International
Foundation for TEC. The organization
could not have started without that important financial assistance. Years later, TEC has
been documented to have reached more
than 100,000 young people, aged 17-21,
in 79 dioceses in the United States, with a
Cursillo-style youth encounter.
A few years later, in 1983, I was invited
to join Serra in Omaha. I joined for three
reasons: first, it offered me a way to continue to be in close contact with the many
priest friends that I had gained over the
years through TEC, and second, it provided me with a necessary, as a young
man, adult faith-sharing -growing group.
The third reason, simply, is that a friend of
mine reached out and personally invited
me. As a young man, membership in Serra
offered me new, mentoring relationships
with members from many walks of life
and of many ages, most of them older or
much older than me. These relationships
helped me grow as a young Catholic man
with a growing family and budding career.
Intergenerational benefits might be a way
to describe it.

Every Serran comes from a local club. My Holiness. Serrans are to find the answer which they are expected to DO SOMEclub, the Serra Club of Omaha, was char- to this universal call within the context THING. Soon after I became a member, I
tered in 1951; the same year Serra was of their local clubs. Could it get any more was asked to become more deeply involved
in the organization and was given tasks
aggregated to the Vatican and the Serra important than that?
that said to me that even as a new member
Foundation was incorporated. At that
time, Omaha became the 67th club char- As the saying goes, there are three types of I was expected to make a valuable contritered since the founding of Serra, which people: 1) those who make things happen, bution to the mission of Serra in Omaha;
now, in 2022, number over 1200
I felt wanted and needed. I realcharted clubs worldwide, with
ized that in healthy clubs, there
Healthy clubs need to have good
the recent chartering of a secis no peanut gallery. If there is, it
ond Serra club in the Diocese programs, good communications, regular is to our detriment. New recruits,
of Grand Island, at Kearney,
membership drives, and lead diocesan- be they young or old, want to
Nebraska. When I joined Serra,
join something that is BIGGER
wide vocations support programs.
more than thirty years later,
than themselves. Therefore, there
there were still charter members
must be expectations given to new
present among its members, with many 2) those who watch things happen, and 3) members. Club leadership must provide
of them still actively engaged in the Ser- those who say “What happened?!” Serra is work that relates to a RELEVANT mission;
ra-sponsored vocations activities of the an organization that is known worldwide one that is intimately congruent with the
club. Even the older, more reserved mem- within the Catholic church as an orga- expectations of your local bishop and his
bers could be spotted at daily mass doing nization consisting of those who make vocations directors, inviting new members
the one of the most important of all Serra things happen, the “doers.” I am proud to an organization that does IMPORTANT
activities, praying. It was a great group to of that. Unfortunately, like other interna- work. Keep this in mind. This is how your
fall into. My associations and resultant tional service organizations, if there isn’t club becomes great.
friendships with Serrans over the years an effort to provided new leadership, the
have been the grace of my life, and of my organization undergoes a slow catharsis, So let’s come to my theme for the year:
and one day it discovers that it has died
family.
to the mission, being perceived as being Serra: Now more than ever.
The objectives of the Serra mission: Soon a “knife and fork” social club, or one that
after joining, I began to realize how the has a hard time recruiting new members, 1) This is not a new theme, but it’s an
important one.
club supported the objectives of Serra: The and an even more difficult time retaining
first two being most familiar: the admoni- its members. These are the symptoms of
2) This is our time, not another time, this
tion to foster and affirm young, budding, an unhealthy club.
time, to meet the vocations needs of
and life-long vocations to the priesthood
the Church today and the needs of the
and vowed, consecrated religious life.’ Healthy clubs are the bedrock of Serra.
organization.
The third objective, the one which I like to As Cardinal Stritch commented in that
1956
speech,
Serra
has
to
become
a
large
think of as its “secret sauce,” placed a high
value on its members becoming informed organization of small units, clubs. Healthy 3) Unique challenges of the culture of
declining religious identity and affiliaand formed Catholics, and action-oriented clubs need to have good programs, good
tion among young people is a problem.
leaders for their family, their local diocese, communications, regular membership
With estimates as high as 80 percent
and society at large, within a familiar com- drives, and lead diocesan-wide vocations
of young people drifting away from
munity.’ Early on, our leaders understood support programs, as well as instruct local
their faith during their college years,
that Serra wasn’t for just anyone, it was parish communities through vocations
this generation is experiencing a crisis
an organization which strived to attract committees. Serra Spark is a start. And
in faith. In answer to this challenge,
the
new
Ignite
diocesan
training
that
the
leaders and soon-to-be leaders within the
Serra created and developed the college
local church. It was a vocation call in and USA Council provides to all dioceses is a
connection program, connecting gradof itself. In 1956, our Episcopal Advisor, big step forward. Thank you, USA Council
uating high school seniors with local
Cardinal Samuel Stritch, the Archbishop of President, Mike Downey, and Serra Spark
college campus ministries. Between
Chicago, said this to the Serra Convention project coordinator, and USA Council
50,000 and 75,000 students PER YEAR
assembled in New Orleans Louisiana: “The president-elect, Dr. Anne Roat, for your
are now being connected through the
Serran must not only be a good Catholic, dedication to this project.
Newman Ministries College program.
he or she must be a Catholic who is strivWhen
we
ask
new
people
to
consider
joining for perfection.” Later, this was objective
was refined to be congruent with the Vat- ing Serra, we must remember that we are
Continued on page 29
ican II teaching of the Universal Call to asking people to join an organization in
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The Year Ahead

Mike Downey, President, US Serra Council

M

y name is Mike Downey. I’m a member of the St. Serra
Club of Des Moines, Iowa. For the next two years I will
be serving as President of the US Council for Serra. I
have five priorities:
• Strengthen the culture of vocations in the Hispanic community
• Get Serra vocation programs used broadly in parishes, schools,
and religious education programs
• Encourage clubs to inform and involve their bishops and vocations directors in their annual program planning
• Help clubs recruit younger members—especially those 45-55
years old
• Start or restart five new clubs in the next two years

Here is the rationale and strategy for each.

1. Strengthen the Hispanic Culture of Vocations. Our Church has
changed. Consider the following:
• 43 percent of US Catholics are Hispanic.
• 55 percent of US Catholics under 25 are Hispanic.
• 60 percent of US Catholics under 18 are Hispanic.
Yet the lowest number of priesthood vocations per capita of any
demographic is American-born Hispanics. The culture of vocations needs to be strengthened to encourage Hispanics to pray for
Hispanic religious vocations.
How do we do this? It would be great if we could get lots of
Hispanics to join Serra Clubs. But due to cultural and language barriers, this is not likely—at least in the short term.
What is possible is to have clubs recruit one or two individuals
well-connected in the Hispanic community to help implement
our Serra vocation programs. That is the idea behind the Serra
Hispanic Ambassador project. We also need to make our vocation program materials available in Spanish, and a major effort
is underway to do so. Finally, the US Council Board has voted to
establish a new permanent Vice President for Cultural Outreach.
Individual clubs may want to consider doing the same to remind
us of the need to address segments within the Church that are
not well-represented in our clubs.
2. Vocations Programs to be broadly used in parishes and
schools. Serra SPARK vocation tools were designed primarily to
help vocations directors. However, these directors do not have
the time or the resources to implement these programs in every
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parish. Serrans do. There are many good initiatives underway.
The SerraSprint program by Margo Geddie, focused on principals and youth ministers, is one such effort. Former District
Governor Bob Barnett has another very successful effort going
in the Detroit area focused on pastors called “The Galilee Program.” And Ed Lupton is undertaking a similar initiative in
Southern California. But our greatest opportunity may be the
Ignite! program where Serra offers to do free training in dioceses
to establish parish vocations ministries. The great thing about
this program is that the diocese qualifies both the parishes and
the parishioners who are interested in establishing parish vocations ministries. Serrans should encourage their diocese to take
advantage of this program.
3. Involve the bishop and vocations director in program planning. We need to team with the bishops and the vocations
directors to accomplish our mission. That’s not possible if neither
knows what we are doing and has no input. Clubs should send
the bishop a simple two-page letter each year describing what the
club did the prior year and what it plans to do the coming year
and seek the bishop’s and vocation director’s input—hopefully in
a brief face-to-face meeting.
4. Recruit younger members. For Serra clubs to exist a decade
from now they need to recruit young members. The US Council
plans to start regular contact with groups such as FOCUS Alumni
to make them aware of and interested in joining Serra. And it is
my personal hope that SI and US dues may eventually be reduced
to half for those under 55 years of age to make initial membership
more attractive.
5. Start or restart five new clubs. We are well on the way to achieving
this goal. On July 7, 2022, a new club was chartered with thirty-five
new members in Kearney, Nebraska. A new club, the Hispanic
Serra Club of North Houston, is scheduled to be chartered with
even more members on August 23, 2022. There are good prospects
for new clubs in southeast Kansas and in St. Joseph, Missouri. In
addition, the bishop has asked Serra to restart the club in Topeka,
Kansas, and this effort is underway.
These goals are achievable! They are critical to achieving our mission of fostering new vocations as well as affirming and supporting
existing vocations. I ask your prayers for our success. %

Collins continued from page 7

understand at the time, to be before the
Lord, to be loved. I remember when I was
a little boy in the church Our Lady of the
Immaculate Conception, which some of
you have now seen. We lived right behind
the church, and my father would take
me to what he had called the Nocturnal
Adoration Society, which was the Holy
Name Society. The men of parish would
spend the night in prayer and adoration.
I remember walking with him to that
church, kneeling beside him, and looking
at my father to see how deeply moved he
was before the Blessed Sacrament. I’ve
never forgotten. So many people have

divine office and it’s called the invitatory
psalm. I pray the office frequently on my
small breverie here. It’s not just the prayer
of the priest, it’s the prayer of the church,
we all are invited to pray the divine office
in different ways so I usually do it on this.
Here is the psalm that begins the day, it’s
the invitatory psalm:

actually laid down their lives for Christ.
So being witnesses is crucial in our life,
it always has been. We’re witnesses of the
Word and the Word is—as I say—read a
chapter a day—it is the Word of God, yes
the Word of God is the Bible, the Bible is
the Word of God but the Word of God is
Come, let us ring out our joy to the
more than the Bible. The Word is a who
LORD; hail the rock who saves us.
not a what. The Word is not paper but
Let us come into his presence, giving
a person. The Word is our Lord Jesus
thanks; let us hail him with a song of
Christ and the beginning with the Word
praise. A mighty God is the LORD, a
and the Word was with God. We see the
great king above all gods.
very beginning of the dynamic in
the Gospel of John where we have
In his hands are the depths
Are we at least willing to live for
the Word becoming flesh as people
of the earth; the heights of
who experience and want to share
Christ? You know, we’re not likely to
the mountains are his.
with others Jesus Christ and Word
face martyrdom here; we face being
and sacrament. I think of that in
marginalized and laughed at and mocked To him belongs the sea, for
terms of the Word I used to hand
he made it, and the dry land
out to my seminarians a great book
and all that kind of stuff.
that he shaped by his hands.
called Beginning to Pray by Anthony
Bloom. He was a great bishop. He
O come; let us bow and bend low. Let
been deep in their life in Christ through
talks about when he was an atheist teenus kneel before the God who made us,
the experience of Eucharistic Adoraager, which is a phase teenager sometimes
tion. If there’s Eucharistic Adoration in
go through. He thought, “well, I’m going
for he is our God and we the people
a diocese, there are more vocations of
to give the Church one more chance. I’ll
who
belong to his pasture, the flock
the priesthood. It’s not magic, it’s just
look for those the shortest Gospel; Mark
that
is
led by his hand.O that today
obvious. Kneeling and Adoration or
was the shortest Gospel.” So he starts
you
would
listen to his voice!
Eucharistic Adoration—Lord, I mean
reading the Gospel of Mark in a kind of
hello, you know there we are and that’s
a cynical mode. “Okay I’ll read it through
“Harden not your hearts as at Meriwhy the great book by Bishop Sheen
then I’m out the door.” As he began to
bah, as on that day at Massah in the
touched my heart as a teenager, The Priest
read the Gospel of Mark he began to be
desert
is Not His Own. I mean it’s just so obviconscious of the presence of Christ and
ous, to kneel before the Lord, my Lord
that changed his mind. He was readwhen your forebears put me to the test;
and my God, that’s how we experience
ing—he wasn’t mastering divinity—he
when they tried me, though they saw
the Lord to whom we witness in our lives.
was encountering Christ. It’s an encounmy work.
That’s important and vital. Pope Francis
ter with Christ or divine reading—not
mentions that he was heading along to
meant to study or master or comprehend
For forty years I wearied of that genthe beach with a bunch of friends as a
or whatever—but to experience: speak
eration, and I said, ‘Their hearts are
teenager and he decided he’d drop into
Lord, your servant is listening, speak
astray; this people does not know my
the church. So he went in and he decided
Lord, your servant is listening. Lord, your
ways.’
to go to confession, and it was the expeservant is listening. That’s the Word who
rience of confession, another sacrament,
we encounter, not what we encounter,
Then I took an oath in my anger,
Jesus Christ in Word and sacrament,
but who we encounter in the Word of
‘Never shall they enter my rest.’”
that he really had a profound moment
God. Anthony Bloom experienced that
of conversion in his life and was drawn
through the reading of the Gospel of
to the priesthood. So we witness the one “Come bring out our joy to the Lord. Let
Mark. I noticed this morning that Father
we know. We need to encounter Christ us hail the rock who saves us, let us come
Martin spoke of how in his childhood his
in whatever way, in Word and sacrament before him giving thanks the psalms let us
father and mother went to Adoration, and
and in the lives of the people around us. hail the Lord. Let us come before him givhe didn’t want to go at first at all, but he
I think there’s a model for what the effect ing thanks almighty God is the Lord a great
went in a sense of obedience. It had a proof this is. It is psalm 95 at the beginning
found influence on him, which he didn’t
Continued on next page
of every day by those who pray for the
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to slow down, you have to got to Hell and
back, you have to understand. But once he
gets out of Hell, there’s music but they’re
going to the painful mountain purgatory
with his purification, and they’re singing
because they’re together. As Augustine
says, he who sings, praises Christ twice
because we sing together.Come, let us
sing to the Lord. The important point is
God lives in the indicative. The verse is
imperative: come, come—imperative,
you know—that kind of rousing thing.
But we do that because almighty God
is the Lord, a great king of all Gods. In
his hands is the earth; the heights of the
mountains are his, to him belongs the sea
for he made it, in the dry land shaped by
his hands. God lives in the indicative. He
is. It is the Lord. In fact, I think the famous
Flannery O’Connor, she was at a cocktail
party and some former Catholic who left
the church was saying, “Well I always
loved the Eucharistic things; you know

subjective and it becomes Hell. Hell is
full of subjectivity because there’s no there
there. So God is almighty God is the Lord
and that’s the one to whom we witness.
If not, forget it. Who wants to die for an
emotion? I think you’ll, for example, think
of the great heroes, the witnesses, the big
martyrs, Thomas More and John Fisher.
They died for the office of Peter. They died
for that and so too we live for Christ, we
live for the reality. We witness to that, not
to just surpassing emotion and because
of that, then come let us bow and bend
lower; let us kneel before the God who
made us, we the people who belong to his
pasture, the flock that is led by his hand.
The enthusiasm, the excitement, the joy
of our faith, comes from the reality, the
fact the presence of God, most sublimely
found in this world who we see face to face
king above all gods. In his hands to the
in the holy Eucharist and the celebration
reps of the earth the heights of the mounof the Eucharist and extending that over
tains are his. Tim belongs the sea where
time when we’re not celebrating Mass in
he made it and the dry land shaped by his
the experience of adoration of
hands. Come in, let us bow and
our Lord. That’s why this touches
bend low, let us kneel before the
We
witness
to
that
and
because
of
that,
the hearts. This is why people are
God who made us. For he is our
come
let
us
bow
and
bend
lower;
let
us
drawn to Christ. Bishop Sheen is
God and we the That’s the openright. This is so true and so many,
ing psalm. It gives us a dynamic
kneel before the God who made us.
all the folks have said that, but
of what it is to know the Lord
then it’s not enough to say I witand witness to me. First of all the
encounter of extravagant worship of the it’s splendid, such a wonderful emotional ness to the Lord. I love you, Jesus. No, that
Lord “come, let us come, ring out our joy experience and all that.” And she said well won’t cut it either. Because “oh that today
to the Lord, let us hail the rock who saves if that’s all the Eucharist is, the hell with you would listen to his voice and obey his
us.” We need to dive into our life and our it. That’s a very dogmatic Catholic state- voice.” It’s not enough to be enthusiastic
faith, that’s got to be the start of our wit- ment. It is the Lord. It’s not just that and about the Lord, even the fact of the Lord.
nessing, our experience of the Lord, that’s the other stuff that comes from it, comes You’ve got to show it in your actions. God
why we do extravagant things … we have with the fact. Just like a comet going is in charge you know, you trust the Lord.
vestments and candles and songs and through the sky. It’s that rock at the front, We need to be in touch with the fact of
things like that not because God needs it, the nugget that makes a big flaming tail go the Lord and then let it be shown in our
God doesn’t need any of that. We need it behind it. But you don’t have the tail with- actions in a life of obedience to the will
to help remind us of the awesome mys- out the nugget in front. Our faith is that. of God, an enjoyable service of the Lord
tery in which we’re engaged, the one we It is the Eucharist—that is the Lord and and not to be caught up in our own egos
are being because we can become dull to that’s why we have music and all the other because that’s very easy to do. I rememthat. We can have the crucifix on the wall things and come worship all those other ber something very important about the
so much we don’t even know it’s there. We things because of the dogmatic practice. priesthood that I heard when I was a semcan pray and we forget the many splendid Newman said faith without doctrine is like inarian. There was an ancient priest, an
realities, so we need things. We’ve got to filial love without a father. That’s what we antique priest who had taught at the semslow down, “come ring in our joy to the sometimes forget when our faith becomes inary in London. He must have been at
Lord, hail the God of the rock who saves relational. So much that it becomes mor- least sixty years old, and he had white hair
us. Let’s come before Him giving thanks phing here and there and somewhere and that made him even more antique.
with psalms.” We sing in joy—faith that else without the facts of the reality of the He was named Father Duran. He’s the
is sad or mad and not glad is bad. That’s divinity of Christ and the presence of the guy who would say, you know, faith that
why in the Divine Comedy, that great Lord in the Blessed Sacrament. You get is sad or mad or not glad is bad. I never
book of Dante, he wants to get quick to all kinds of wacky things happening even forget the first retreat I ever had as a semithe mystic mountain, you’re going to have while in the church, it becomes totally narian. He came in wearing a big cassock,
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he was very Bishop Sheen in style. At my
first retreat he looked at us—this is 1969
when priests were leaving the priesthood,
one a month. They’re all having identity
crises. Most of us don’t have the luxury to
have but they’re having identity crises and
he said something that was so profound.
He said, “Gentlemen, a priest cannot have
an identity crisis because a priest does not
have an identity.” I hadn’t the faintest idea
what he meant. I think what he meant
was, a priest who was trying to figure out
his identity—just forget it. Serve the Lord,
do the dishes, work, you’ll find your identity. We don’t seek our identity and then
see if we’ve lost it somewhere under the
bed or wherever it is. The priest doesn’t
have his ego-dentity, I-dentity. Remember the most, the perpendicular pronoun
is—he calls it I perpendicular is the killer.
It’s at the center word of pride and sin.
So the priest who wants my priesthood,
let me share with you my priesthood. It’s
the priesthood of Jesus Christ. The priest
is not his own. … If you happen to have
a narcissistic priest, that’s disastrous. Forget about your priesthood, you don’t have
one. It’s the priesthood of Jesus Christ.
Just hear confessions or maybe not, make
a holy hour, do something, serve the peoth,
bishops, it’s true with all of us, isn’t it?
ple, you know. So that’s the thing. You was ordained a deacon on May the 14
1972,
and
ordained
as
a
bishop
on
May
That’s why chapter a day keeps the bishop
would listen to his voice, get to work, get
th
to work, serve the people, then you’ll dis- the 14 , 1997, to the day the twenty-fifth away! Read the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
cover your free study or whatever you see. anniversary of being ordained as a dea- But that’s so true, we’re called to witness
Same with the Christian life. Happiness con. I like to keep things neat. But a bishop the experience, the encounter not with an
intellectual whatever but the
never comes in the front door, it
always comes in the back door while
First of all the encounter of extravagant encounter of being under the
roof of the Gospel. That’s where
we’re doing something else. If we’re
worship
of
the
Lord
“come,
let
us
come,
our natural home is, just as our
serving the Lord, doing our best, we
will discover what it means to be a ring out our joy to the Lord, let us hail the natural home, we go out from
our experience of the EuchaChristian. We will discover a means
rock who saves us.”
rist. So that’s the first point.
to be a mother or father, brother, sisI think that is a symbol at an
ter, whatever or a priest or a bishop,
when
he’s
ordained,
he
has
the
book
of
the
ordination
of
a bishop. But the most suba cardinal, whatever while we’re doing the
Gospels
kind
of
held
over
his
head
like
lime
symbol
as
well and I experienced this
will of the Lord. We’ll discover what it
this
by
two
deacons
and
that
means
that
two
days
ago
and
I’m going to experience
means. We don’t shape our identity, cherhe
witnesses
by
going
out
from
under
the
this on Sunday, the ordination of the deaish our identity, all that kind of nonsense.
Gospel of the Lord, the house whose roof con when the Gospel book is placed in the
So we witness to Christ and we do it very looks like the roof of a house whose roof hands of the people. Receive the Gospel of
much by experiencing him in Word and is the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ. Christ, whose herald you now are, whose
sacrament. There are two great symbols at He goes up from that to witness to Christ witness you now are, believe what you read.
the ordination of a bishop and the ordina- but he must come back to that in order to Change what you believe, and practice
tion of a deacon. Now I should point out know what he’s doing. You have to witness, what you teach. That’s integrity. Receive
I’m a very well organized guy, and I didn’t who are you witnessing, you’ve got to conContinued on next page
know until my sister Patsy told me that I sider it’s true for the deacons, true for the
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Collins continued from page 23
the Gospel of Christ whose witness, whose
herald you now are because the deacon is
mandated to proclaim the Gospel formally
in the church but I think we can say this
for all of us, isn’t that true? We’re all witnesses through baptism and confirmation.
“Go be my witnesses.” Through words
and sacrament, receive the Gospel of
Christ, whose witness, whose herald now
are, believe what you read, it comes from
there, it doesn’t come from us, we can’t
check around and say, by the way, what’s
our faith? We can’t just do it that way, it
doesn’t come until we cook one up. What’s
a better form for the Catholic Church? Can
I find one more to my tastes? Really? No
change in life and that no conversion? No,
it is the Gospel of Jesus Christ that shakes
us to the core. It calls us drop everything
and follow him, don’t follow you. We don’t
have an I-ego-dentity. We find who we are
by forgetting who we are by carrying the
cross and dying in to Christ the Lord. So
receive the Gospel of Christ, whose herald you now are. Believe what you read
in the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Teach what
you believe. That’s why we don’t cook up
the faith. When priests or deacons put the
stole on, it’s representative of faith,
it’s not your faith. I often think
tion, face up at funerals. You hope
when somebody says, that was
It
is
the
Gospel
of
Jesus
Christ
that betwixt one and the other,
a beautiful Mass, Father. I thank
them very kindly but I would say, that shakes us to the core. It calls us to drop they believe what they were taught
to believe and practice what they
well, nothing tops transubstantiaeverything and follow him.
teach and when they don’t, get to
tion. You know, it’s an act of God.
confession. That’s why we need to
Believe what you read. Teach
think of that and reflect on that.
whom we discover in word and sacrament.
what you believe, which is Jesus
Then
we
will, by God’s grace, be witnesses.
and his Word. Be a witness to what you The witness is shown in authenticity by the
That’s
what
we’re called to be, all of us, and
believe. Don’t add in your own, don’t let integrity of our witnessing, who we are is in
that’s
what
the
Serrans pray for. But all of
the rather turbid winds of the zeitgeist get harmony with what we say, that’s the key,
us
and
the
priests
who are ordained and
messed up in our faith. It’s just wind after because that will witness to people more
bishops
and
deacons
and others in religious
all. I don’t know why it’s a German word, than any of the words we say. So we have to
but anyway zeitgeist is the spirit of the and we don’t do it. That’s when we need to life will be living with integrity. An integer
age. You know, no future there. It just goes get to confession and say Lord Jesus Christ, is not a fraction, a fraction is divided. We
around in circles. Actually there’s some- son of God, have mercy on me. But so often need to live with integrity. We need to be
thing of a variation of that at the beginning we need to be. That’s why priests and dea- all the way through, simple all the way
of the Divine Comedy. Believe what you cons and bishops are flat on the floor with through, not split in a bit for me and a bit
read which is the Word and then practice us praying, God forgive them, before they for Jesus. All the way through for the Lord.
what you teach. Teach what you believe get ordained. You don’t let them loose on
and practice what you teach. Because it’s the people of God until they’re flat on the Those are a few thoughts on witnessing to
the integrity of the connectedness. The floor. They say, you know, two times priest the Word, and I pray to the Lord to keep me
witness we give to the word who is Jesus, are flat on the floor: face down at ordina- in your prayers as you are. Thank you. %
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surrender to him and decide to follow him
in some way. It requires a decision and
effort and determination, perseverance
windowsill? Not enough room in the
to remain in the light. The attractions of
upstairs room maybe? Maybe the room
the world don’t need much decision. The
was crowded and no seats were available.
worldly things have a way to attract us,
Could be he was allergic from the smoke
to seduce us, and no effort is necessary.
of the oil lamps. Scripture does not give
Have you noticed that? We just have to let
us the answer to that question, and that
ourselves go and that’s it. We have fallen
is a good thing. We can put our brains to
away from the light and into the darkness.
work and search reasons why this young
The fact that we are all wounded by sin
man was not sitting with the community
disposes us to this fragility and makes us
in the chairs or the pews, where there is
vulnerable. We need to recognize that it’s
all the light and the activity, but sitting
good to be reminded of this, remaining in
on the sidelines on the periphery of the
the light will always require a decision, a
community, to use a popular word. This
renewed choice because there
is what came to my mind reflecting
will always be a windowsill
on Eutychus’s place in this page of
Jesus said for where two or three are
somewhere where we can
the Acts of the Apostles. If he was
gathered together in my name there am I begin to stray away. Stray away
there with the others gathered on
from the word, apart from the
in the midst of them.
the first day of the week, he was
community and could eventumost probably someone who had
ally end up falling to our death
been touched by the word of God,
have you noticed that we are nonetheless as it happened to Eutychus. I’m sure you
by the good news of the Gospel in some
always tempted by the world. So there is remember an old hymn that was popuway and already a member of the Christhis young man sitting in a very uncom- lar back in the days the lyrics were by the
tian community. Maybe a newcomer
fortable place on the windowsill torn by freedom on kids “I have decided to follow
making his first steps in faith to be there
two attractions. This sounds pretty good Jesus no turning back no turning back.”
with the others listening to Paul speak on
what’s going on here, I used to like that, Do you remember that song? [sings]
and on until midnight there’s certainly
that’s good too. Poor Eutychus. Until he “I have decided to follow Jesus/I have
there some interest, a connection. Was
takes time to make a decision, he’ll never decided to follow Jesus/I have decided to
he just curious, intrigued, interested to
be comfortable. Sitting on the window- follow Jesus/no turning back, no turning
learn more? All of this is possible. Like
sill is a dangerous place to be he’s soon back.” [group sings with music] I don’t
many others who are attracted by the
to find out. We all know people who are understand well we’re gonna sing with a
light of Christ by the good news and
unable to take a stand, to decide to follow little bit of help [Music] [Music] “I have
the new life that Jesus offers, maybe he
Jesus with all its consequences, and that decided to follow Jesus/I have decided
had not yet made the firm decision to
is a very dangerous sport, a life-threat- to follow Jesus/I have decided to follow
follow Jesus and allow him to renew his
ening adventure. We are not made to sit Jesus/no turning back, no turning back.”
life profoundly. Let’s ponder a moment
on windowsills undecided, trying to have Thank you. You’re not only a nice commuon the windowsill situation. Sitting on
a little of what the Lord has to offer and nity, you’re a nice choir. Wasn’t one of your
the windowsill could very well be where
yet not miss out on what the world has to themes siempre adelante, always forward,
Eutychus situates himself in life: attracted
offer. A very uncomfortable position. The 2017? No turning back.
by the light of Christ, the community
ninth verse goes on to say once overcome
that is in front of him, with all the light,
by sleep he fell down from the third story, I love to quote from Pope Benedict XVI’s
with all the joy. At the same time on the
and when he was picked up he was dead. famous words that introduce his first
windowsill attracted by the light of Christ
I’ve always wondered about this. Now if encyclical on the love of God de uscaridasbut attracted still by what the world has
I were sitting on a windowsill, listening tes. He writes, “in these words the Christian
to offer down there which is not without
to people talking, I’d be like this [leans can express the fundamental decision of
being very inviting. What the word of God
forward] and if I ever fell asleep, I don’t his life. Being Christian is not the result
reveals is certainly interesting enough for
know maybe some people fall asleep of an ethical choice or a lofty idea, but the
Eutychus to climb up three flights of stairs
backwards, I don’t. I know when I listen encounter with an event, a person, which
to the upstairs room to come and listen to
to tv and I’m tired, I fall forward. Why is gives life, a new horizon in a decisive direcPaul and be with the others of the comit that he falls backwards and out in the tion.” This is what was lacking for Eutychus,
munity. But there he is on the edge, there
void? Although we may be attracted by this encounter that leads to a decision. We
but not too close. And on the windowsill
the light, the light of Christ and his powas he listens to Paul preach and share the
Continued on next page
erful message, it requires a decision to
LaCroix continued from page 9

word of God he does not want to miss
anything that’s going on downstairs. That
is probably where he comes from, from
the world like all of us. Of course some
very good things and experiences out
there in the world but also some disappointing experience— some false hopes
and momentary pleasures that lead to
dead ends. The world with all it has to
offer never ceases to call us, to offer alternatives to the light of Christ, but we know
that all that glitters is not gold and all that
the world promises does not contribute
to real life, to happiness to fulfillment, to
inner peace. We know that for a fact but
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talk a lot about the love of God and it’s fundamental, receiving God’s love. It’s the first
step. All the great spiritual masters will tell
you that probably is one of the most difficult ones to accept—to be loved by God.
I read one day this saying that I could
always use. God loves you just as you, are
but he refuses to leave you that way. God
loves you, knows you just as you are but
he refuses to leave you that way. He wants
you to become better, holier for your person. A decisive direction that needs to be
chosen, my friends, day after day year after
year season after season in our life to stay
on course to remain in the light and not be
taken hostage by darkness. To be faithful,
to live in this decisive direction.

We know that we have a God. When we
read scripture right from the beginning,
he’s been always faithful, and we dwindle
down sometimes to a little community and
he renews us. It’s happened in our history
here in Canada many, many times. Around
1850 (that’s not that far away; we’re not
talking about the Old Testament), there
were about eight priests left in my diocese,
in the seminary. It was being announced
But then again, I asked myself but what everywhere, well, this is the end of the
if Eutychus was not a newcomer, an Catholic Church in Canada. Old churches
undecided young man, but a committed are empty. People aren’t going anymore.
member of the community that had been We’re going down, this is over, it’s been nice
slowly withdrawing, slowly taking back knowing you but it’s over. But it wasn’t over
his commitment, attracted by things of during the French Revolution. They throw
the world and slowly falling away from his all the religious and the nuns and the brothcall, his encounter with the Lord. Maybe, ers out of France and where do they land?
Pope Francis not only gives us good advice just maybe, we all need to sing once in a In Canada [Laughter]. We had more nuns
but has this invitation that you’ve prob- while as we renew our decision. I have and brothers in religious communities to
ably heard many, many times. It’s one of decided to follow Jesus, no turning back, have schools in every little town and city
my favorite texts of Pope Francis. He says no matter what age is yours, what chapter and neighborhood that renewed the faith.
I invite all Christians (by the way he’s of your life, we always have to renew our We didn’t do this; the Lord did. In my little
speaking to you and me), I invite
town where I was born— today
all Christians everywhere at this
We need to recognize that it’s good to be it’s a small town, there are only one
very moment to a renewed perreminded of this, remaining in the light hundred people who live there;
sonal encounter with Jesus Christ
it’s not much but they’re proud
will always require a decision, a renewed because one percent of the popuor at least an openness to letting
him encounter them. I ask of you
lation is a Catholic [laughter]. But
choice because there will always be a
to do this unfailingly each day. No
it’s a small town today; when I was
windowsill somewhere where we can
one should think that this invitaliving there it was it was a big town
begin to stray away.
tion is not meant for him or her
we were almost 300. We had three
since no one is excluded from the
sisters that taught in school: one
joy brought by the Lord. The Lord does not decision. Let’s face it—we can all fall into taught first, second, and third grade; the
disappoint those who take this risk. When- spiritual slumber and it’s not guaranteed second taught four, five, six grade; the third
ever we take a step towards Jesus, we come we’ll fall inside closer to the light. We may taught seven, eight, ninth grade. I did my
to realize that he is already there waiting just like Eutychus fall into the dark. One of first two years of grammar school the nun
for us with open heart. End of the quote. the important challenges that i face in my who taught me in grammar school was still
You see the only thing that was missing for diocese is with some of our own people— alive. She must be 150 [laughter]! WonderEutychus was to decide not to be afraid and priests, deacons, consecrated men and ful inspiration!
to come closer to Jesus, to the community, women, lay faithful—who have just given
to his word.
up on vocations. This is a thing of the past, So that’s what we try and share with our
we won’t have more. Our congregations are with our brothers and sisters in my dioOf course, I’m speaking today to men growing old. Our people are old, our sisters cese we’ve come to the end of what we can
and women who have taken the big deci- are old, our priests are old. In my diocese do humanly speaking. We’re not going to
sive step. You’re most likely not sitting on we have 550 priests between the diocesan fix this but the Lord will if we continue to
windowsills anymore. You have answered priests and those who are of consecrated be faithful and believe in him and trust in
his call to come follow him, to follow life. Out of those 550, a little over 100 are him. He always has. History is like that and
him and have also accepted to be sent still active in the ministry. They’re all active the Lord will not abandon us. The psalms
by the Lord to serve his people. Yes, you in prayer. I hope so. But the other 450 or that we pray every day in divine offices—
have decided to follow Jesus—maybe as almost are in homes. They’re ill. They’re at such an encouragement, a nourishment to
ordained ministers, as celibates, as con- the end of life and so it’s very difficult for stay on track so that the Lord will continue
secrated men and women, as married our clergy and for our people to see that to do this. That is why we must be joyful
couples—and share the mission to bring there’s hope. Humanly speaking, it’s over, and committed Catholics who believe in
the light of Christ to the world, and for but we don’t just look on this human level. the word of God and Eucharist in his living
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this we have many reasons to give thanks.
It’s been overwhelming and so beautiful
in these past days to listen to the testimonies and share not just those who came up
to the pulpit but in our coffee breaks and
meals and times of encounters how all
these vocations bring the light of Christ to
the world. People who’ve decided to follow Jesus knowing that they are sent out.

presence among us. He leads the Church went down, threw himself upon him have not yet found the light. We know
and is a faithful God if we listen to him, and said as he embraced him “don’t be some groups of Christians who sing well
if we follow him, we’ll have the hope to alarmed—there is life in him.” Biblical together, celebrate well together, but are
continue serving in witnessing the word text states there is life in him. What Paul afraid to go out into the world. We know
and be engaged in actions that help open is saying is that there is still the breath certain groups, movements, or churches
the hearts to consider God’s call to a voca- of life in him, his soul is alive. He may that say we like to be amongst ourselves
tion. Cardinal Collins said it yesterday: it’s be physically dead but he is called to live not to be contaminated by the world
not quantity, it’s quality. We have to stop again. This scene may evoke the resur- and they look out through the window
crying because our churches are not full. rection by Elijah, the son of a widow in and say “ah what a sinful world. Where
In Quebec, our churches were built when the first Book of Kings. Remember that are they going? We’re going to heaven.
we had families of fourteen, sixteen chil- story? Here are a few verses. “Then he What a treacherous world this is. This is
dren and 98 percent of the people went stretched himself out upon the child awful.” We are not that way. Christians
to church. It’s not the case today. Today three times and he called out to the cannot be that way because we’re sent
there’s one child and two dogs. A couple Lord: ‘Lord my God, let the life breath out to that world to bring the light so
of months ago, I was walking down one return to the body of this child.’” The that darkness can go away, and life can
of our streets in old Quebec, and I see this Lord heard the prayer of Elijah. The life prevail. It is evidently necessary to spend
couple with a nice stroller. So I go by
time in the upper room as a
and see that they had two dogs in
community with the word
You
have
answered
his
call
to
it so I was bending down to see the
of God, with the Eucharist,
come follow him, to follow him and have with reconciliation but true
kids but it’s their dogs! “Oh Bishop,
you like my babies?” [laughter]
followers of Christ must do
also accepted to be sent by the
That is why we need to stop crying
what Paul did with Eutychus:
Lord to serve his people.
because we don’t have all the peocome down, bring him back
ple we want in Church. But those
to life, bring him back to the
who are there those of us who are there breath returned to the child’s body and Lord and to the community. When we
we need to be joyful, committed, living a he lived. Taking the child, Elijah carried see someone that’s fallen, someone that’s
relationship with the Lord, allowing him him down into the house from the upper not on the right course, we must always
to have the first place. Oftentimes because room and gave him to his mother. Elijah say but there is life in him, he’s called to
we don’t feed enough on the word of God, said, “your son is alive.” This resurrec- life. When Paul interrupted his long talk,
on our relationship in prayer and adora- tion scene is obviously impressive like some members of the community must
tion in silence, we feed on the bad news others we find in holy scripture. What have been intrigued. Where is he going?
that we get every day from media. Not attracts my attention is the fact that Paul Why does he leave in such a hurry? Othjust about what’s going on in the world interrupts briefly his preaching to come ers may also have said well finally—a
but they have a way of pointing out all down three flights of stairs to assist, to break! Why is it that the one that noticed
that’s negative in the life of the Church, take care of Eutychus, this young, fallen Eutychus was Paul, not the other memoften times distorting it. There’s some disciple. He does exactly what Jesus bers of the community? The fact that he
truth because we’re all sinners and we’ve did—he takes time to tend to the needy, interrupted his discourse in front of the
made mistakes, some bad mistakes, there to those that society has declared dead, whole community to tend to Eutychus is
are no good mistakes. We need to feed on worthless, irrecoverable and that is what in itself a testimony of what we are called
what will help us stay—our head out of we do. Our ministry calls us to preach, to do. We not only need to take care of
the water and our hearts filled with hope. to teach, to evangelize, to catechize, to God’s holy people but also train, form,
You know, what we are facing today is not celebrate, to lead the community, but and engage our brothers and sisters in
new. It is exactly what the first Christians also to come down from our pulpits to our communities. To be aware of those
had to deal with as they preached and care for those who have fallen astray by around them who are either living in the
witnessed the Gospel to the Greeks, the distraction, by carelessness, or by sin. dark or sitting on windowsills undecided,
Romans, and all the other peoples of the We do not give up on people. We do not filled with questions and doubts.
their time. The Acts of the Apostles share give up on people because we are conabundantly their experiences, their strug- vinced that the breath of life is in them. In our ministry, we often have the opporgles, their challenges but most of all they They are God’s children, created in the tunity to say to the people we meet and
share their faith in the death and resur- image and likeness of God and called to their families, who are experiencing sitrection of Jesus Christ.
abundant life. Every one of them to holi- uations that seem so complicated and
ness, to life everlasting. In these difficult without easy situations, “don’t be alarmed.
The last we heard of Eutychus, he had and challenging times, we recognize the There is life in him.” We know how the livfallen from the third story and was found urgency, the call to go out into the dark
Continued on next page
dead. This is what happens next. Paul to meet our brothers and sisters who
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ing Lord can bring people back to life, on
their feet and back in action, freed from
the darkness and filled with light inner
peace and hope with new life opening
them a new opportunity to be loved and
that can change their life forever. Sister
Mary this morning told us that adoration
brings us in the real presence of Christ so
we may become a real presence of Christ
and God’s love in the world. I’ll remember
that, Sister Mary. If some scholars have
been tempted to summarize this page of
the Acts of the Apostles as a humorous
warning to long-winded preachers as
they could be harmful to some of their
faithful who could doze off and fall, I truly
believe that these few verses are an invitation for most to revisit our relationship
with Christ, our master and savior, with
the word and with the community and
renew our personal decision to follow
Christ and our commitment to go out and
bring the light of Christ to all those who
are in the dark so that they may find new
life in him. This is our call, our vocation,
our mission.
Pope Francis speaking to priests, told
them and I quote, “if you are a priest, be
a pastor. Obviously there are many ways
to be a pastor but all those ways involve
being in the midst of God’s people in the
midst of God’s people.” He also said to
priests “please let us not remain barricaded in the sacristy and cultivate small
close groups where we can snuggle up
and be comfortable. There is a world
waiting for the Gospel and the Lord
desires his shepherds to be conformed to
him, carrying in their hearts and on their
shoulders the expectations and burdens
of the flock. Open compassionate, merciful hearts.” I know that Serrans pray
for this every day. You not only pray for
priests and seminarians and men and
women of consecrated life, but you also
entertain a friendship with them, support
them, encourage them. To be faithful and
persevere in our vocation, we need you.
We need you. We need your prayers. We
need your friendship. We need your love.
When I was a missionary in Opayan in
South America and Colombia as a young
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priest, I was privileged to be welcomed by
some fine Colombian likely, discreet but
supportive. They knew that we were coming from a country that was very different.
The parish I was in had 85 villages. I was
the only priest with three lay associates that
worked with me. A very difficult region
with drug lords and guerrilla warfare and
it was very, very complicated. They were
very supportive. Come to find out that they
were Serrans. I found out years later. They
were very discreet. Finally the archbishop
asked me to accompany them. Spiritually
I was very edified by their commitment.
They played an important role in the support of vocations to the priesthood in an
archdiocese that had very few vocations
until then. When I arrived, they were again
opening up the seminary. It had been
closed for decades. More than half of the
clergy like myself were from elsewhere,
from other countries or other regions, and
they were like we are now in Quebec. But
the Lord changed that. The Serrans work,
the diocese people worked, the people
praying for vocations. Today they’re sending priests to other dioceses. The parish
where I was appointed had not had a priest
for five years. No priest for 85 villages for
five years. One would go maybe once a
year here and there just a little bit. Now
there are multiple parishes there, and not
too many priests because you never have
too many, but a lot more and a wonderful
young clergy. Your prayers are part of this
success story.
Let’s get back to Eutychus and conclude.
Can you imagine the astonishment of
those who witnessed Paul picking up
Eutychus and declaring that he was alive?
Bewilderment, surprise, and joy! We can
honestly say that through God’s grace, we
have picked up fallen people as we welcome
them to celebrate God’s mercy and the
sacrament of penance and reconciliation.
We’ve seen the joy in the eyes of those who
are freed from fear and from the imprisonment in isolation due to addictions.
Through our ministry, we are instruments
of God’s love and mercy. What an awesome vocation. What a responsibility the
Lord has entrusted to us! The world needs
priests, holy priests that love the Lord and

their brothers and sisters, priests that are
good shepherds and servants of humanity.
Witnesses to the word Jesus Christ.
Now the last two verses. Then Paul returned
upstairs, broke the bread, and ate after a long
conversation that lasted until daybreak. He
departed, and they took the boy away alive
and were immeasurably comforted. Truly
this is a paschal experience. Death to life,
darkness to light. Why does Luke give us the
detail of the number of stories in the building where they were gathered? Is that really
necessary that we know that they were on
the third floor? Doesn’t it remind you of the
three days of Jesus in the tomb before resurrection? A paschal experience can only end
celebrating life.
Dear brothers and sisters in the risen
Lord, their brother priests, bishops, their
Serrans, may we continue to be attractive
to where there is abundant life meeting
Christ in the word, in the community
gathered to celebrate the Eucharist and
renew our decision to follow him. May
we pursue our priestly ministry always
attentive and available to reach out to
those who are in need of the light of
Christ, of new life, of a community to
walk with and grow in holiness. May
all of you lay, faithful, baptized brothers and sisters, missionary disciples of
Jesus Christ, continue to grow in your
faith. This is probably your first call to
action: grow in your faith. People around
us need to see how the Gospel of Jesus
Christ has changed our life and filled it
with a lasting joy, a reliable hope, and a
life of charity. In our Catholic language,
we call that holiness. That is our fundamental vocation holiness. I thank you for
your dedication, your perseverance, and
your profound love for his holy people.
You are a true gift to the Church, the
church in your parish, your diocese, to
our countries, to the universal Church.
Okay, how are we timewise? Is it midnight
yet? [laughter] No my brothers and sisters,
if you’ve participated in the ordination
of a deacon, a priest, or a bishop, there is
a phrase that is pronounced every time.
It’s this one: “May the Lord complete in

you what he has begun.” I know this for
a fact because I’ve had those same words
addressed to me three times: when I was
ordained a deacon, then a priest, and then a
bishop. Some of us need more time to have
God complete. We are all works in progress, and that goes for all of you people, lay
people also. I remember once my brother
gave me a bumper sticker in the days when
they were in style that read, “Please be
patient. God isn’t finished with me yet.” I
hope God isn’t finished with you and that
you allow him to continue raising you up,
restoring you to become a better pastor, a
holier father, mother, grandparent, a better disciple of Jesus, a better Serran. Every
time I’ve ordained a priest a deacon or a
bishop, I always finish my homily with

Schwietz continued from page 19
4) Challenges to the church in the wake
of an adversarial secular culture are
a big problem for us, too. In the wake
of the sexual scandals that have be
largely promoted, many of our priests
are feeling a sense of attack, COVID19 restrictions that pit parishioners
against each other, and Indigenous
residential schools with their history of
government-sponsored cultural assimilation are just some of the challenges
that wear down our priests and religious. As our Holy Father encouraged
Serrans at the 2017 Serra Convention
in Rome, Serrans, We NEED you.
Serrans, you are friends to priests and
religious and seminarians.
5) Challenges to the historical legacy of
our patron, St. Junipero Serra, are also
a problem. In answer to this we need to
study, understand, and appreciate the
real history of our patron, and saint,
Junipero Serra. Attacks on his legacy
are also indirect attacks on the moral
authority of the Church. We need to
educate ourselves and rediscover the
reason why our early founders claimed

these words: “My brother, become a holy
deacon, priest, or bishop because less than
that is not worth it. God deserves holy pastors and so do the people of God.”
A few words of advice before I conclude.
Please stay away from windows. They are
uncomfortable and a dangerous place to
be. Remain awake and close to where the
light is, Jesus Christ, the light of the world,
his Word, the Eucharist. The Christian
community will help you renew your life
commitment one day at a time until the day
the Lord calls you home. You can count on
that. Of course, there remains a great deal of
darkness in the world we live in, but we have
chosen to walk and trust the one who is the
light of the world. Lastly, but not least, be

Serra as their patron and chose to even
name themselves after this great and
holy Spanish Franciscan missionary.
6) Challenges to the worldwide church
in a decline in religious vocations in
a church that is growing in numbers
worldwide, but declining in traditionally strong Catholic countries. There
are now 11,000 Catholics to every
diocesan priest in Brazil, 8,000 per
priest in Mexico, and 3,000 Catholics,
on average, per diocesan priest in the
United States. Those issues need to be
addressed.
7) Parish consolidations in the United
States, with shifts of populations from
rural to urban, and an increasing proportion of Latino Catholics within the
Catholic population, with more than
50 percent of Catholics under 18 now
identified as Latino. Each country has
its own unique challenges that Serra
must address. This is the Church of
today.

on the lookout for those who do fall asleep,
whether it be in your homilies or talks or
elsewhere, on the lookout for those who
have fallen in the darkness. Don’t abandon
them. They need to be lifted up and brought
back to life, to the one who is the way, the
truth, and the life. You’ve been very kind
and patient with me. Thank you. %

active form in its local area are increasingly grateful for the support and zeal
that Serrans bring to their local church.
The zeal of our patron, St. Junipero Serra,
in the work of vocations, is a constant
requirement, and one that requires a
strong Serra Club presence.

So, it’s Serra: Now more than ever.
As your president, I promise to keep
that theme front and center in our work
towards becoming the lay vocations arm of
the Catholic Church. When we think about
it, are we? Yes, we are. Are we what we want
to be, yet? No, we’re not. Is that a problem?
It’s an opportunity. It’s the challenge.
Serra remains relevant and is organized to
do very important work for our Church,
namely, fostering religious vocations and
growing Catholic leaders for today’s world.
Please pray for vocations daily. Then let’s
roll up our sleeves and get to work. The
harvest master awaits our labor.
Thank you. %

Serra must realize the importance of its
mission. It must recognize the great gratitude that those who have seen Serra in
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Serra Around the World
Great Britain
On Saturday, June 16, in Salford Diocese, the Right Reverend John
Arnold, Bishop of Salford, ordained four men to the permanent
diaconate, the first in the diocese. Among them was John Walsh,
a Manchester Serran. Our members were proud to be present on
this very special occasion. Deacon John is pictured above on the
right hand of the Bishop. We pray for him and his brother deacons
as they begin their new role in the Church and ask God to bless
him and his fellow deacons. May they enjoy many years in the service of Our Lord. Deo gratias.

Bangalore
Serra Bangalore couldn’t wait to get the green light from all concerned to bring back their Annual Scripture Quiz. First introduced
in 2006, it soon became an annual feature among Catholic schools
in Bangalore. After a pandemic break of two years, the quiz
returned on August 6, 2022. A record number of fifty-two teams,
comprising three members each, participated in the program.
Archbishop Emeritus Bernard Moras, who during his tenure as
Archbishop of Bangalore was a great supporter of this activity,
was invited to speak to and interact with the youth. The present
archbishop, who was introduced to Serra no sooner he arrived in
Bangalore, was also invited to give a brief talk and to give away
the prizes. He, too, is now a supporter of Serra. The children were
delighted to mingle with two archbishops and to be photographed
with them.
The aim of this program is to encourage children to familiarize
themselves with the Word of God. The portions are sent out well
in advance to encourage maximum participation and preparation.
There were plenty of spot prizes to be won at each stage of the quiz.
The portions for the quiz this year were: 1) the Gospel according
to St. Mark 2) the 1st and 2nd letters of St. Paul to the Corinthians.
All in all it was a great success, which was made possible by the
combined efforts of all the Serrans and our sponsors, who rallied
to our support.
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Brazil
With the reduction of restrictions due to the pandemic and the
vast majority of the population vaccinated, Brazilian clubs are
holding fruitful training and spirituality meetings. Among them,
we highlight the beautiful meetings promoted by the regional
coordinator Maria Ilda and district coordinator Paulo Valerio
in Rio De Janeiro. The Serra Clubes of Volta Redonda, Barra Do
Pirai and Barra Mansa held wonderful meetings with the presence
of bishops, priests, religious and seminarians, in addition to the
presence of Serra members. Besides recovering the union and
friendship between the members, weakened by the pandemic,
these meetings have brought up important themes of religious
formation and deepening in vocational work. %

Grade School
Curriculum Packet
now includes The
Unsolvable Problem

The Serra Vocations Curriculum Packet

Also includes a one-year subscription to VocationLessons.com!
Order now for the 2022-2023 school year - only $15 per school at SerraStore.org

ALL-NEW High School
Curriculum Packet
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